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Details of Visit:

Author: Starfury
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 1st August 9pm to 1am
Duration of Visit: 4 hours
Amount Paid: 
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.wicked.parties.freeuk.com

The Premises:

A spacious and luxurious modern purpose built flat situated just of the main road. Very easy to find.
Accomodation consisted of two double bedrooms, one with an en-suite, shower room, large kitchen
and lounge. Soft lighting and good background music.

The Lady:

NATASHA: Much has been said of this lady before but she has to be seen to be believed. Blonde,
well stacked with great legs and bum, gorgeous face. Overall an absolute babe.

ALEX: Again, well described from other reports and all of it is true. Tall,coffee coloured skin and well
stacked. I believe her fellow country folk would call her a 'Perfect 10'

EMMA: Possibly my personal favorite, as she reminded me of an old girlfriend. Blonde, buxom,
again quite tall with a wicked smile and sexy eyes.

KATIE: Blonde, well built and very affectionate at times. Very shaggable girl next door type.
Reigned supreme in the hallway.

Overall for a tall and buxom blonde lover like me this place was like the proverbial candy store. Alex
also appealed to me immenseley but then I don't think there is a man alive that she wouldn't appeal
to!

The Story:

After having read various reports over the last year or so on PN I decided that I would like to take
part in one of these shag fests. Logic and the law of averages says that you are bound to find at
least one girl that appeals to you. Little did I know that it would be all four!

Thanks from me has to go to Dr Steve, as his report on the last party in Brentwood was the deciding
factor so after contacting Wee Wicked Willy I was looking forward, albeit nervously to joining in the
fun.

I arrived at the venue having followed the perfect instructions and as I was a little early I decided to
pop up the road to the local pub for a vodka & red bull to steady my nerves. I was thankful for the
extra energy later and the vodka seemed to do the trick.
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On arriving at the flat I was greated by WWW himself (The man....the legend!) who took care of the
financial side of things and introduced me to the girls. Alex decided to introduce herself by grabbing
the bulge in the front of my jeans and sticking her tongue down my throat. (I got my revenge later by
sticking something else down hers)Katie seemed equally grateful when I gave her a light! Then
Emma came into sight wearing a checked mini skirt that barely covered her lovely bum, and led me
into the kitchen where she fixed me a drink and asked the inevitable question as to whether I had
been before. Establishing myself as a "Newbie" (There turned out to be three of us in the eight) I
was then warned to watch out for Natasha, as she had a "thing" for Newbies. When I finally saw
Natasha I had a "thing" for her and the last conceivable course of action in my mind would be to
move more than 5ft away from her for the next 4 hours! Thanks for the warning anyway Emma!

As it turned out, after the preliminary chatter with the other guys in the lounge and the change into
suitable, easy to discard bath robe attire, it wasn't to be Natasha that I should have been wary of.

Although Natasha kicked off the events of the evening by leading three eager and willing guys into
the main bedroom, it was to be Emma that was responsible for taking my party virginity. Again I was
lead by the hand, this time to the main bedroom where, before I could even get my robe off, she
was down on her knees with my hard cock in her mouth. Any doubts that I may have had about
being able to perform in front of an audience were swiftly dispelled when I looked down at her
gorgoeous face working on me. The sexy look in her eyes was worth the entrance fee alone. After a
good sucking from her I decide to return the favour and laid her down on the bed and got down to
some oral of my own. Her shaven pussy tasted devine and she seemed to be enjoying the
attention, the rubber appeared from nowhere and was skillfully applied with that pretty mouth (Alex
seems to have been giving lessons) and I dived in. During what was already a mind blowing hot and
sweaty fuck I felt Alex grab my balls from behind and then she started giving a running commentary
with helpful filthy words of advice which had me coming like a bastard in what seemed like no time
at all. When I looked round though, things had moved off to another room and we were all but
alone. I thanked Emma for my initiation and staggered off to the lounge.

Whilst I was relaxing and attempting to catch my breath, Alex asked for my help with getting the CD
player to work. My reward? The most erotic blow job that I have seen other than on a TV screen.
This girl can suck for Britain (or should that be the USA as they tend to better at everything else
than us?!) The sight of her nose pressing down on my pelvic bone had me coming all over those
wonderful tits in no time at all. Returning to earth I looked over Alex's shoulder to see Katie who had
been sitting there the whole time. In hindsight I should have invited her over!

Next stop for me was the shower to was the accumulated sweat and bodily fluids off. When I came
out and took a look around the flat everyone seemed to be having a great time including the man
himself, WWW who was alternating his attention between cooking some pizza and shagging the life
out of Emma. Another mention should go to "The Rabbit" as he was known, who put everyone to
shame with his stamina. Good work fella!

Pizza was served with apologies from WWW as he had been delayed by, as Emma put it, "Shooting
a bloody great load all over her tits!" Time then for a little chat about this and that, during which I
had to do a reality check as whilst I was chatting to Natasha about ferrets (of all things) I suddenly
realised that I was more than likely going to fuck her within the next half hour or so.

Retiring to the second bedroom with Natasha and another ex-Newbie we lounged around on the
bed alternating between giving head to and getting head from the lovely lady. My turn culminated in
another load being deposited all over her lovely breasts, something she said she really likes. Who
was I to disappoint?

The rest of the evening passed in a blur, the other points that I remember with some clarity were:

Going down on Natasha while she tried to hold a conversation with two other guys. She came so
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hard that I nearly chipped a tooth on her clit bar, but at least I didn't swallow the bloody thing! Her
warning not to touch her post orgasm sensitive clit roughly was backed up with a threat of biting my
dick next time I came after one of her fantastic blow jobs!

Joining just about every body else in the spectator sport of "Watch The Rabbit" as he gave Alex a
seriously good seeing to. Basically I felt sorry for any of his victims at the time as I don't think they
realised what they were in for! (Respect!)

A very sensual and downright horny shower with Emma as all the beds were taken, as were the
floors and cupboards.....

Katie's activities, you know what I mean girl...I nearly pissed myself laughing at you in the shower
and the stream of playful obscenities that you launched at Emma and Natasha. However your
comment to me that I was gorgeous made my day and kept me singing and smiling all the way
down the M11!

When it was time to go I knew that I would do this again. Not least of all because I have promises to
keep to Natasha and Alex and I have to have another session with sexy Emma,

My advice to anyone who is thinking about going to one of these parties is that it has to be tried. I
would like to try everything once except Heroin and Homosexuality! See you at the next party!
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